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#1
Mexico is the #1 

trading partner for 
California, Arizona, 
New Mexico, and 

Texas.

#2

Jobs Dependent on Trade 
with Mexico by State

Mexico is the #2 export 
market for Colorado, 

Nebraska, South Dakota, 
North Dakota, Missouri, 

Michigan, Tennessee, Ohio, 
Kentucky, Louisiana, New 
Hampshire, New Jersey, 

North Carolina, Pennsylvania, 
Indiana, Wisconsin, Illinois, 

Iowa, and Oklahoma.

$10,000
annual savings per U.S. 

household as a result of free 
trade or the elimination of 

tariffs.

$41.8 billion
surplus of U.S. services 
traded with Mexico in 

2014.

5 million
U.S. jobs depend 

on trade with 
Mexico

California - 692,240
Texas - 463,1321
Illinois - 252,931

Pennsylvania - 246,509
Ohio - 224,486

North Carolina - 183,377
Michigan - 175,249

New Jersey - 174,257
Tennessee - 122,085

Indiana - 120,763
Missouri - 119,793

Wisconsin - 117,665
Arizona - 111,216
Colorado - 105,776
Louisiana - 83,206
Kentucky - 78,588
Oklahoma - 68,498

Iowa - 64,847
Nebraska - 40,565

New Mexico - 36,200
New Hampshire - 28,531
South Dakota - 17,992
North Dakota - 15,646

Half

$18 billion

18%

$20.6 billion

of the Fortune 
500 companies in 

the U.S. were 
founded by 

immigrants or the 
child of an 
immigrant.

the annual cost to secure 
America’s 2,000 mile 

southern border - more 
than all other federal 

criminal law enforcement 
agencies combined.

estimated cost to 
build a wall along 

the southern 
border.

decline of illegal 
border crossings 
between 2014 

and 2015.

$236 billion

$78.8 billion

14 million

worth of goods 
that U.S. exports 

to Mexico.

combined annual 
payroll of 

Hispanic-owned 
businesses in the 

U.S.

Mexican tourists 
visit the U.S. per 
year, spending 
$10.4 billion.

$397 billion
is the value of 

the trade at the 
14 commercial 
land ports of 

entry.

The #OneBorder coalition brings together individuals, organizations, and communities of the United States and Mexico to 
strengthen our shared goals of security and prosperity and to deepen our bonds of friendship. 

We believe in building bridges that connect the best we have to offer. We believe the United States and Mexico have a better 
future when working together and that a strong border is one that creates safety and prosperity for those on both sides. We 

believe that cooperative approaches to trade, economic development, security, and human rights are all vital to the success of 
our region, our nations, and above all, our people.

 
We are one region. We are one community. We are #OneBorder. Somos #UnaFrontera.


